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Cold Turkey

arold Macmillan when asked what a prime minister
feared most replied: “Events, dear boy, events.”
President Erdogan of Turkey who you will recall cut
short a State Visit to Kenya a while back has been President
of Turkey since 2014. He previously served as Prime Minister
from 2003 to 2014 and as Mayor of Istanbul from 1994 to
1998. He founded the Justice and Development Party (AKP)
in 2001, leading it to general election victories in 2002,
2007 and 2011 before standing down upon his election as
President in 2014. At an Exchange Rate of TRY 5.6 versus
the Dollar per capita GDP is just under $8,000.00, the same
as in 2006, which equates to 12 years of no growth, and
down a third since hitting a peak of more than $12,000.00 in
2013 but still more than double the level when the AKP took
power in 2002. [Charlie Robertson via Twitter].
On Friday, The Turkish Lira death-spiralled lower at one
point trading an eye-popping -20% before recovering some
of its losses to close -10% on the day. The Turkish Lira has
collapsed -16% over a week, -20% over a four-week period
and -40% in 2018.
Turkey is now seen more likely to default on its debt than
Greece, which is rated four notches lower by @MoodysInvSvc
In 1998, Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher told the House
of Commons: “There is no way in which one can buck the
market.” President Erdogan [Like Xi Jinping] finds himself
caught in the strong man conundrum. If you are the strong
man and have placed yourself on a pedestal then you own
the problem. Erdogan remains a limit short trading position.
He said, “Don’t get high on your ambitions. You won’t be
able make money on the back of this nation. You won’t be
able to make this nation kneel.” [They have already made a
ton of money and you are kneeling, Mr. President]
And then ‘’Even if they got dollars, we got ‘our people, our
God’’’ [In the markets that is called a ‘’Hail Mary’’ pass]
Erdogan repeated his call to Turks to sell dollars, euros and
support the Lira. Turks are doing exactly the opposite.
The proximate cause for this currency crisis has of course
been the detention of the U.S. pastor Andrew Brunson but
Erdogan and his son-in-law had already been advocating
their own version of ‘’voodoo’’ economics and to quote
Sid Verma. Who would have thought that unhedged large
foreign debt, politicized monetary policy, soaring inflation,
a current account deficit, geo-political troubles, an autocratic lurch, and weak sentiment for emerging markets
could create a currency crisis. President Trump an avowed
linguistic warfare specialist has embraced coercive sanction
and financial warfare. Look at Venezuela where the Bolivar
has cratered -2,000,000%, Iran -30% and China where his
tariff warfare has Xi Jinping reeling. JP Morgan was reported
as suggesting there is a risk that Trump sells Dollars in order
to damp down the Dollar. In fact, if Trump wanted to press his
advantage he should buy the Dollar not sell it. The Dollar is
currently seriously weaponised.
Late Friday Trump double-downed on his short Lira
position via Tweet @realDonaldTrump Aug 10 ‘’I have just
authorized a doubling of tariffs on Steel and Aluminum with
respect to Turkey as their currency, the Turkish Lira, slides
rapidly downward against our very strong Dollar! Aluminum
will now be 20% and Steel 50%. Our relations with Turkey are
not good at this time!’’
President Trump seems to be relishing his financial
warfare strategies. He has Khamenei on the run, Maduro in
Venezuela is being attacked by remote-controlled drones, Xi
suddenly looks ever so fragile.
President Erdogan is a shakespearean figure, he has slayed
enemies real and not real, his chest has been puffed up with
pride, he even rescued the Emir of Qatar but he has now
met his match, that match being the markets. I hope he still
has Madam Lagarde’s number on speed dial.
Such is the ultimate bonfire of populist vanity. The populist leaders with their cheer-leading claques have drunk
their own kool-aid and that lies our ultimate salvation. They
will be driven over the edge.
“The edge...There is no honest way to explain it because the
only people who really know where it is are the ones who
have gone over,” [Hunter. S. Thompson]
President Erdogan is right at the edge.

Aly-Khan is a financial analyst

Airtel pushes new
sector regulations
Firm proposes removal of promotional offers and
refunds, saying they create lock-in effect for users

Airtel CEO Prasanta Das Sarma during the official launch of the new 2bob tariff at the Intercontinental
Hotel on August 8 /COURTESY
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Airtel Kenya has warned of a looming
collapse of the telecommunication
sector due to market inequalities.
In a document submitted to Parliament last week, the telco is calling for
market regulation by the Communication Authority to create a level playing
field.
The firm also wants Safaricom to
be declared a dominant player for
controlling 67 per cent of the market
share.
Currently, Safaricom leads the market with 29.54 million subscribers,
Airtel follows with 8.68 million while
Telkom comes in third with 3.79 million subscribers.
According to the mobile service provider, any player in control of 50 per
cent and above of the market should
be declared dominant.
“We feel that a declaration of dominance will facilitate full implementation of the much-needed remedies
by the Communication Authority as
empowered by the law,” the document
reads.
Proposals made by the Indian firm
to mitigate dominance include introduction of mobile money agents interoperability.
This means agents can use one float
for all consumers, hence subscribers
can deposit and withdraw from the
same agent on a shared float basis.
“Mobile money is growing, however, one operator has significant market
power thereby denying the customers
a choice,” Airtel said.
Other proposals include justification by a dominant player to the reg-

ulator before introducing a new tariff,
and enjoyment of bonuses for on-net
calls and off-net calls.
Based on their findings, subscribers will prefer to stay with or join the
larger network, in order to take advantage of relatively low on-net prices as
compared with the off- net prices of
entrants.
In addition, Airtel wants the regulator to kill promotional offers such
as bonga points and refunds given by
a large player on loyalty programmes.
“Refunds, bonuses and loyalty programmes create a lock-in effect and
are anti-competitive as they force the
customer to continue using the services of a dominant firm in order to
benefit from these programs,” the telco said.
Lastly, Airtel proposes introduction
of zero-rated mobile termination rates.
It noted that the cost of terminating
a call on the larger mobile operator is
much less than the cost of terminating
the same call on the smaller operator
due to economies of scale.
As at 2017, Airtel paid about Sh2.6
billion to Safaricom as against Safaricom’s Sh1.2 billion to Airtel.
Last week, Airtel slashed its
cross-network call charges by 50 per
cent in a bid to shore up its subscriber
numbers.
Addressing the Parliamentary committee on Monday last week, Safaricom chief executive Bob Collymore
said declaring the firm a dominant
player is punishment. He said the declaration would see them lose millions
of the firm’s customers.
In the last two quarters ending
March 2018, Safaricom has lost 2.12
million customers according to data
by CA, while Airtel has gained 2.08
million customers.

HFDI champions
investment in
home ownership
ELIZABETH KIVUVA/ The property
housing market has grown by 30 per
cent in three years as Kenyans pay more
for homes.
Housing Finance Development and
Investment (HFDI) executive director
James Karanja said this is a great avenue
for investment as capital gains on property have the potential to spur uptake of
housing units.
Even as the government plans to
provide cheaper houses over the next
four years, affordability of homes is still
a major issue in the country, with most
potential home buyers opting to rent
rather than buy or take a mortgage.
Karanja attributed this to high interest
rates on loans and tightness of liquidity in
the market, slowing down demand, especially for interested buyers who have
loans and mortgage financial options.
“People don’t see the value of owning
home and are still comparing mortgage
and paying rent,” Karanja said during
the official handover of 480 houses to
buyers of Komarock Heights Phase 1.
HFDI is exploring developing smaller
and cheaper housing units to cater for
youth and lower income earners. The
development will have low-end housing
units, 50-60 square metres in the firm’s
ongoing projects to bridge the gap between mortgage and rental uptake.
“We intend to develop smaller units
for buyers who are cost-sensitive and
who don’t see the need to occupy huge
spaces with expensive amenities,” he
said.

DEBT FACILITY

Investors shun
T-bills at CBK
weekly auction

AIRTEL
WANTS THE
INTRODUCTION
OF CROSSNETWORK
MOBILE MONEY
AGENTS TO
MITIGATE
DOMINANCE

STAR REPORTER/ The Central Bank of
Kenya missed its borrowing mark during
last week’s Treasury bills auction by
44.46 per cent.
Data by the government’s fiscal agent
shows bids worth Sh13.33 billion were
accepted for the 91, 182 and 364-day
T-bills against a target of Sh24 billion.
The short-term instruments used
by government to raise cash to offset
budgetary deficit have been undersubscribed for the past three weeks.
This, CBK says, is attributable to low
liquidity resulting from slow government
payments synonymous with the beginning of the financial year.
Investors shunned the 91-day T-bill,
which was undersubscribed by about
85 per cent to rake in Sh602.78 million
of the Sh4 billion offered under the debt
facility. Bids accepted for the 182 also
failed to meet the Sh10 billion target,
falling short by 79.5 per cent.
During the auction, the 364-day
T-bills surpassed their mark marginally
to rake in Sh10.68 billion of the Sh10 offered. This means CBK collected Sh5.15
billion and Sh8.32 billion of the Sh10
billion offered under both facilities.
The CBK data shows the government
securities market maintained a robust
performance last month. The government’s fiscal agent collected Sh35.1
billion, Sh52.53 billion and Sh49.8 billion
during the first three weeks of July.

